1. Can all the new case work be built, stained and finished on site in the jail courtroom? No, all new case work should be built, stained and finished off site. It then can be brought in and assembled with minor touch up stain and finish on site.

2. Can the floor be bored, or trenches to conceal the electrical raceway? Yes, the contractor may use either method. However, a location under the floor for the pathway has not been located. So, if boring is chosen then repairing any access for pathway shall be included in the base price.

3. Who is responsible for the flooring? The contractor will remove old flooring and prep the floor for new floor, the owner will provide and install new floor.

4. Brand and type of floor box? Hubbell B4214 with S3825 and S2425 covers, or equal. Other boxes and covers will be considered.

5. Brand and size of wire way? Wiremold 2400D Series, divided raceway with snap cover. 7/8”H x 1 29/32”W.


7. Could floor be cut to raised floor area and pipes tied in under floor access panel? Yes.

8. 7/8” hat channel will not provide enough room to run conduits or flex to move devises per drawing. Possibly deeper channel? A deeper channel may be used; but use the smallest necessary.

9. Does the Client understand that to get book matched material, they are talking about Plain Sliced, which consists only partially of the “Cathedrals” they are requesting? We could go rotary getting more "Cathedrals," but that would eliminate book matched material. The contractor may submit a sample for approval for items not meeting specification. However, there is no guarantee the substitute will be accepted.

10. What is the hardware for the gate? The hinge shall be a SOSS 220 or equal. The final size and configuration of the hinge shall be compatible with the final built dimensions of the gate and wall.

11. What is the counter top material at the Judges Bench 02, 03/A-33 Elevation, 05/A-33 Section. The top will be laminated oak plywood with oak nosing.

12. At the Judges Bench, there appears to be 18” W x 6” under counter drawers. What is the depth of drawers and how do you want to mount them? The drawers are to be approximately 20” deep, mounted to full extension slides. Slides shall be supported by 3/4” plywood sides mounted to the top.
13. Will there be a Finish Schedule issued? There are only a few finishes. A schedule is not necessary.

14. Is the GC only responsible to run conduit for data & sound? Yes, the owner will handle the actual cable for data and sound.

15. Is the wall covered in Carpet included in this scope of work? No.

16. When we set back up for court on Saturdays how do we want to handle the Judges counter? The existing is removed, do we need to work around removing existing until we have new one ready to go in? How do you see that going for court? The entire judge’s backdrop and bench should be mostly fabricated off site. Then brought in in sections within the timeframe allowed so the bench could be torn down at the beginning of the week and made operational by the weekend. If there are some pieces not quite finished, they would be taken care of the following week.

17. Will a bid bond be required with bid? No